FORT RUBY
Protector and Intruder

F

ort Ruby served as a base for troops protecting the Central Route and the
California Emigrant Trail from attacks by Native Americans. The soldiers’
duty was to patrol the trails and guard stages and way stations. Hostilities ended
with the signing of the Treaty of Ruby Valley in October 1863. Fort Ruby was
decommissioned in 1869 when the Transcontinental Railroad became the region’s
major transportation route.

Fort Ruby gave emigrants, travelers, and settlers the safety and security they
desperately needed. For the Western Shoshone, the fort represented the
Euro-Americans’ military power and a profound change in the way of life they
had known for generations. Today, Fort Ruby still symbolizes the controversy
surrounding the Treaty of Ruby Valley.

FORT RUBY IN ACTION

STARVATION AND RETALIATION

Throughout the 1850s and early 1860s, the emigrant trails became scenes of
steadily worsening conflict. The emigrants’ livestock devoured the grasses
whose seeds were a mainstay of the Native American diet.
Deer and small game were killed or driven away, and the
emigrants even picked the trails clean of firewood. The Native
Americans retaliated by raiding wagon trains and making off
You Are
with livestock, food, and supplies.

Fort Boise

The first military expedition from Fort Ruby set out soon after the troops
arrived. Cavalry units ranged as far west as Gravelly Ford, on the
Humboldt River about 100 miles from the fort. Infantrymen rode
the mail coaches and were assigned to way stations along the
Central Route. This proved to be the most dangerous duty. Four
soldiers were killed at Cañon Station when it was overrun
and burned in July 1863.
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Reconstructed bird’s-eye
view of Fort Ruby, based
on historic maps and
archaeological excavation.
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Fort Ruby was one of two forts the California Volunteers established in 1862. The other was Camp Douglas, near Salt Lake
City. Troops operated throughout the region from these two bases.

A BLOODY YEAR

The situation came to a head when army units across the region were
transferred east to fight in the Civil War. Emigrants, travelers, and settlers
were left to fend for themselves against increasingly desperate bands of
Native Americans. The small groups
of emigrant wagons and isolated way
stations on the Central Route were
easy targets. Attacks in late 1861
and 1862 left hundreds of emigrants
stripped of their possessions, way
stations burned, and dozens dead.
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An emigrant train in Utah.

Overland Mail (Edward Borein 1872-1945)

MANNING THE FORT

The Secretary of War ordered the
Governor of California to raise a
military force to protect the lines of
communication between California and
the East. The newly formed regiments of the
California Volunteers, commanded by Colonel
Patrick Connor, marched over the Sierras into Nevada. They
built Fort Ruby in September 1862.
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The deadly cycle of raids and punishment continued into 1863,
when a series of treaties ended the violence. The last of these
was the Treaty of Ruby Valley.
With the fighting mostly over, Fort Ruby’s
role turned toward policing relations
between Euro-Americans and the
Western Shoshone. It was also a
distribution point for food and
supplies promised by the treaty.

The harsh environment and primitive living conditions
made service at the fort trying and unhealthy. It was also
unrewarding for those Volunteers who had enlisted hoping
to join in the Civil War. The men of the Third Infantry,
California Volunteers, not only requested a transfer but
offered to pay their own way to the East Coast. They
preferred fighting Confederates to duty at Fort Ruby. Their
request was denied.
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Colonel Patrick Edward Connor

Major Patrick A. Gallagher, commander of Fort Ruby
from September 1862 until July 1863.

